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Automated presses have been used in forging since the 
1960s with various drive concepts. Presses with Servo-
Direct technology have been used successfully for several 
years in sheet metalforming. Now this technology is also 
being used in forging.
 
ServoDirect technology means that the former frequency-
controlled 3-phase motor with constant speed is replaced 
by flexible torque servomotors. The machines do not have 
a flywheel, and there is no clutch and brake either. The 
main advantage of servo drive technology is that the slide 
kinematics are freely programmable. At the same time, 
higher productivity levels are possible compared to con-
ventional presses.

The advantages:
 � High efficiency with optimum productivity levels
 � Best component quality even with complex parts
 � Great flexibility due to adaptable slide movements
 � Best energy efficiency compared to conventional presses
 � Maximum process reliability

Schuler forging. System solutions from Schuler offer 
customers all over the world a decisive quality advantage 
in all temperature ranges:

Systems for hot forging
Systems for warm forging
Systems for cold forging

ServoDirecT TecHnoloGy AlloWS For ForMinG oF A WiDe rAnGe oF coMPonenTS
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FoRGiNG WiTH SERvoDiRECT TECHNoloGy

Direct drive. in crank presses with ServoDirect technology, 
several torque motors act on a main shaft via a step-down 
gear unit. These types of presses are suitable for single-
stroke operation as well as forging in continuous opera-
tion. The stroke rate and forging speed can be optimally 
adapted to the part. Production output levels are increased 
by shorter pressure contact times and a corresponding 
lower heat input into the dies.

The advantages:
 �  Rigid configuration with triple bearings for the 

crankshaft
 � Short pressure contact times and low heat input
 � Wear-free single-stroke operation is possible
 �  immediate access to the die installation space, for 

example in tryout mode
 � Station to station part handling with minimal speed

installation a crank press with ServoDirect technology. ServoDirect technology allows the slide motion to be 

programmed individually.

  Movement profile of servo press, e.g. for steel
  Movement profile of servo press, e.g. for aluminum
  Movement profile of conventional crank drive

Stroke

time0 Pressure contact

hot anD FaSt.
crank preSSeS with ServoDirect technology 
For hot Forging.

machines for hot forging
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Flexible production system. This type of press is parti-
cularly suitable for components with an elongated shape, 
which have a high energy requirement due to their long 
forging travel. The combination of knuckle joint or eccen-
tric drive and ServoDirect technology permits increased 
productivity levels, because the slide kinematics can be 
optimally adapted to the automation.

The advantages:
 � Knuckle joint or eccentric drive with servomotors
 � long stroke
 � Time-optimized handling for long parts
 � Start/stop operation now possible
 � Setting up dies with reduced speed

Servo press with knuckle joint or eccentric drive. increased output with the same transport window due to 
modularization of the slide curve.

long Stroke.
preSSeS with ServoDirect technology For 
colD anD warm Forging.

machines for cold and warm forging

  Movement profile with optimized slide curve
  Movement profile of conventional eccentric drive

0

Stroke

Time
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Maximum production output. The upsetter with Servo-
Direct technology permits maximum production output and 
makes it possible to optimize forging parameters for the 
material in the forging process. The upsetter is operated 
with two separate servomotors. At the same time, the 
movements of the clamping and upsetting slide can be set 
independently from one another. This offers the advantage 
of adapting the movement kinematics flexibly to the forging 
process. Furthermore, the shortest pressure contact 
times can be achieved in the clamping and upsetting work 
sequence.

The advantages:
 �  independent movements of the clamping slide and the 

upsetting slide due to two servo drives
 � High output performance
 �  Double overload protection with force and torque 

limitation
 �  Energy efficiency due to current consumption at different 

times
 � Complex components

Upsetter with ServoDirect technology in production.

Forging on two levelS.
upSetter with ServoDirect technology.

FoRGiNG WiTH SERvoDiRECT TECHNoloGy

machines for hot forging

ServoDirect technology allows the clamping and upsetting 
movements to be programmed individually.

  Movement profile for clamping
  Upsetting profile with reduced forging speed
  Upsetting profile with conventional eccentric drive

Stroke

Time
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optimum production conditions. The servo drive enables 
the slide movement of the FormMaster horizontal wire 
forger to be specifically influenced. Even with an extremely 
varied range of parts, it’s possible to adapt the kinematics 
optimally to the requirements of the forging process. 
Whether it comes to achieving optimum conditions for part 
transport with long parts, or setting an optimum forging 
speed that is favorable with regard to die wear and parts 
quality with critical extruded parts: all this can be done 
even with high production stroke rates.

The advantages:
 � optimum ergonomic working position
 � very good visibility of the die space
 �  Reliable NC transfer with adjustable transport 

parameters
 � Adapted forging speed for critical forgings
 � optimum clearance for long forgings
 � Servo wire feed for high flexibility and accuracy

installation of a FormMaster with ServoDirect technology. Forging of lengthy components with the same slide stroke by 
optimizing the slide curve.

wire Forging.
FormmaSter with ServoDirect technology.

machines for cold forging

  Movement profile optimized for longer components
  Movement profile of conventional eccentric drive

Stroke

Time
0



Over 900 service employees worldwide provide expert 
support around the clock in close cooperation with you –  
our partners. Our main priority is always to ensure the 
ultimate productivity and safety of your production equip-
ment in order to secure your company’s continued success. 
 
With over 170 years of experience and expertise, we can 
guarantee the best possible support for the operation of  
your machines – and not only those supplied by Schuler, but 
by all other manufacturers. Whatever the situation, Schuler 
Service has the right solution for your specific needs.

Schuler Service offers a tailored portfolio of services covering the entire life cycle of your equipment.

Schuler Service.
Optimum Service fOr mOre  
perfOrmance.

Want to know more about our full range of services? 
Simply scan the QR code with the camera of your smartphone or tablet.
www.schulergroup.com/service

FUrTHer iNFOrMATiON ONLiNe
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www.schulergroup.com/forging
Find out more. Simply scan the QR code using 
the camera of your smartphone or tablet. 

Mechanical presses for cold 
and warm forging
Schuler Pressen GmbH 
Bahnhofstraße 41 
73033 Göppingen 
Phone +49 7161 66-307 
Fax +49 7161 66-729
Schuler Service Phone +49 7161 66-628
Schuler Service Fax +49 7161 66-626
 
forging@schulergroup.com 
www.schulergroup.com/forging

Mechanical presses 
for hot forging
Schuler Pressen GmbH 
Weingarten Plant
Schussenstraße 11 
88250 Weingarten 
Phone +49 751 401-2211 
Fax +49 751 401-952211
Schuler Service Phone +49 751 401-2244
Schuler Service Fax +49 751 401-2670


